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HAIDER

AMNA HAIDER (SHE/HER) IS A SENIOR WHO IS DOUBLE
MAJORING IN PHILOSOPHY AND INTERNATIONAL

RELATIONS AND PURSUING A HUMAN RIGHTS
CERTIFICATE. WHEN A QUESTION ABOUT THE WORLD
WRACKS HER BRAIN, HER INQUISITIVE PRACTICE OF
PHILOSOPHICAL INTERROGATION ALLOWS HER TO
STAY LEVEL-HEADED AND PRODUCTIVE IN FINDING
ONCE-CONTROVERSIAL TRUTHS. A PHILOSOPHICAL
EXERCISE LIKE WRITING THIS PAPER HAS PROVED

USEFUL TO HER AS SHE NOW CITES HER OWN WORK
AND THE SCHOLARS SHE REFERENCED TO ENGAGE IN
INSIGHTFUL CONVERSATIONS ABOUT TIMELY ISSUES

WITH HER PEERS, FRIENDS, AND FAMILY. SHE THANKS
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA’S PHILOSOPHY

DEPARTMENT FOR ENDOWING HER WITH THESE
MUCH-NEEDED SKILLS THROUGH A WORTHWHILE

JOURNEY OF EARNING A PHILOSOPHY DEGREE.
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BRIAN
RUSSO

BRIAN RUSSO (HE/HIM/HIS) IS A FOURTH-YEAR
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PURSUING A B.A. IN
ENGLISH/CREATIVE WRITING WITH A MINOR IN

PHILOSOPHY. OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL, BRIAN WORKS
FULL-TIME AS A PARALEGAL & INTAKE SPECIALIST

AND IS DEEPLY PASSIONATE ABOUT THE
INTERSECTION BETWEEN LAW AND PHILOSOPHY.
THE INSPIRATION FOR HIS ESSAY STEMS FROM HIS
EXTENSIVE WORK WITH CLIENTS WHO WERE ABLE

TO SUCCESSFULLY EXPUNGE THEIR CRIMINAL
RECORDS BUT WHO WERE UNABLE TO ESCAPE

THEIR CRIMINAL FOOTPRINT POSTED ON THE WEB
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OWEN HOFF (HE/HIM/HIS) IS A JUNIOR MAJORING
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PSYCHIATRIST. ALSO A PHILOSOPHY MINOR, HE 

 TOOK HIS TIME STUDYING WITH THE PHILOSOPHY
DEPARTMENT TO HEART, AND THANKS DR. ASHA 
 BHANDARY FOR HER SUPPORT, AS WELL AS THE

PHILOSOPHY CLUB VETTING COMMITTEE FOR 
 TAKING THE TIME TO READ HIS SUBMISSION. NOT
ONLY HAS PHILOSOPHY BEEN SOMETHING THAT
KEEPS HIM WARM AT NIGHT, IT HAS HELPED HIM

HONE HIS UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD
OUTSIDE HIS OWN AND PREPARED HIM TO SIT

WITH PEOPLE IN THEIR HARDEST TIMES. WHEN HE
ISN'T STUDYING, OWEN VOLUNTEERS WITH HIS

LOCAL SUICIDE PREVENTION HOTLINE, AND
ENJOYS FINDING TIME TO READ AND MAKE ARTS

AND CRAFTS. 

☺
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ANNA BANERJEE (THEY/SHE) IS A FOURTH-
YEAR UNDERGRADUATE TRIPLE MAJORING
IN PHILOSOPHY, ENGLISH AND CREATIVE
WRITING, AND CINEMA STUDIES. THEIR
INTERESTS LARGELY LAY IN ANALYTIC

PHILOSOPHY AND PHILOSOPHY OF LOGIC,
HOWEVER THEY OFTEN WORK IN CROSS-

DISCIPLINARY AREAS, MERGING FILM
STUDIES WITH PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHT.
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Reading
Recommendations

“Feed”  by M.T. Anderson
 

Written to be a satirical commentary on suburban life
and the “typical” family unit in the U.S, “Feed” is known

for its dystopian, futuristic setting in an otherwise familiar
world. In consideration of consumerism, information

technology, and environmental destruction, much of the
plot is driven by “The Feed” (which is like the internet, but
stored in one's mind) and how society has adapted to its

everyday use and regular advertising. 

Follow Titus, a teenage boy who just wants to have fun and party, as he goes to the
moon for the weekend and meets Violet, who wants to try living a normal life while

being ever aware of the world seeming to crash down around them. 
In a sometimes witty and amusing, sometimes cynical and somber tale, (with a

romantic roller coaster just the same) let the author’s unique use of dialogue and
his impressive depiction of a boy who doesn't think he's part of the problem guide
you through a country consumed by consumption and ignorant to its ignorance. 
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“Don’t Believe a Word; The Surprising Truth about
Language” by David Shariatmadari

 
How does language structure our thoughts? Our identities? Our history? In "Don’t

Believe a word," David Shariatmadari takes readers on a journey through linguistics
and many common myths about language that people tend to hold as truth. With

expert use of his knowledge and research, this novel provides a merry introduction
to linguistics that one can absorb without feeling lost, and leaves its readers with

many refreshing takes on language that make the very concept seem rediscovered.

Reading
Recommendations

Reading
Recommendations

Let Shariatmadari guide you through many chapters
dedicated to a particular falsehood or area of nuance.

Among the deconstructed misconceptions are the idea
that some languages are better than others, the idea
that some words are untranslatable, and the idea that
“Italian” is a language! In any case, novices and experts

alike will appreciate "Don’t Believe a Word" and its study
of the world around us.
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“Scythe” by Neal Shusterman
 

Consider some of the painful matters of our existence: hunger,
disease, war, and others like them. Now imagine a world

without these things and more, where we have even
discovered how to avoid death. In this futuristic Utopia,

humanity lives without any fear of death by natural causes. Yet,
populations still rise and resources are limited, so it has been

accepted that those called “Scythes” will carry the responsibility
of equitably choosing who dies and when in order to maintain

a sustainable population. These individuals have held
reverence and honor since their role was founded centuries

ago, although it’s no secret that a Scythe arriving at one’s door
is no occasion to celebrate.

 

Reading
Recommendations

In “Scythe”, by Neal Shusterman, bear witness to the beginning of a science fiction
trilogy that tackles themes of mortality, compassion, power and corruption in an

intricately designed “post-mortal” future. Follow your protagonists Citra and
Rowan as the teens find themselves thrust into the world of Scythes as

apprentices. Reading this story, as well as its sequels, will gift any reader with a
gripping tale of suspense and action, a frightful account of the rhetoric of

corruption, and a soulful dialogue between different perspectives on what it
means to live. 
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Philosophy
References in Music
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"Therefore I Am" by Billie Eilish: Eilish
references René Descartes' famous

"cogito, ergo sum" ("I think, therefore, I
am") in the hit song released in 2021.

She also alludes to idealism in the lyrics
"Don't talk 'bout me like how you might

know how I feel
/ Top of the world, but your world isn't real

/ Your world's an ideal". Eilish has
remained tight-lipped about what might
be the underlying meaning of her song,

but it is impossible to miss the
references to philosophy.

Flame by Sundara Karma:
This catchy, pleasantly repetitive song

references Plato's "Allegory of the Cave".
Within its beat, the musicians express

how exhausted they are of "watching the
shadows on the wall", and when they

finally break free, they wish that everyone
would come with them. They call out

"Hold my flame and set alight / Hold my fire
screaming inside out", implying that

together, they hold the fire themselves,
and are ecstatically free. Also, it's a bop.



A Peek into
Philosophy Club

Throughout a semester of Philosophy Club with Dr. 
 Swanson, students attend movie screenings, absorb

other philosophical activities, and enjoy talks sponsored
by the philosophy department here at The University of
Iowa. As proud members of Philosophy Club, we would
like to dedicate the remainder of Labyrinth to some of

the smaller-scale work done in our discussions.

What follows are introductions to some of the
screenings we enjoyed the most, and some slightly 

 shortened editions of Dr. Swansons's prompts paired
with some of our answers regarding those showings.  
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The Ascent

In The Ascent, a 1977 film from Moscow directed by
Larissa Shepitko, the trek of Soviet partisans Sotnikov

and Rybek as they struggle against Axis forces presents a
tale that tackles themes of mortality, humanity, and

integrity.  
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The Ascent
Q: In defiance of the interrogator Portnov, Sotnikov declares ‘I won’t betray anyone.

Not anyone. There are things more important than one’s own hide’. But Portnov
replies to Sotnikov’s appeal to an apparent abstract principle: ‘Where? What is it?

What is it made of? We’re mortal: with death, everything ends for us.’ He continues to
argue that... ...his integrity is pointless because if Sotnikov doesn’t reveal information

then someone else will (as Rybek immediately proves). Portnov concludes: ‘You’ll
discover something in yourself that you’d never imagine. You’ll be taken over by fear.
The fear of losing that hide’. If Sotnikov perseveres he will only find out who he really

is: one who is alone, deserted; ‘a simple human non-entity...’ Explain how Rybek
seems to actually take up Portnov’s argument (‘Play it like your human!’ he pleads

with his companion.) Do they have a point? Is Sotnikov’s courage more than human?
A: “…with death, everything ends for us” says Portnov, after asking our protagonist
Sotnikov where and what something “more important than one’s own hide” could
possibly be. But, perhaps it could also be asked from where and what a desire to

prioritize one’s life over their “integrity” or morality comes from and is. 
Repeatedly, Portnov and even Rybek attempt to appeal to what I believe both would
refer to as “humanity”, which based on their threats and/or pleads, they might define

as “what is natural for people to feel, beliefs and values aside.” Yet, does it being
natural equate it to being good? Sotnikov seems to either think otherwise or believe

that Portnov and Rybek’s concept of humanity is not natural at all. Based on his
thoughts in the film, Sotnikov would likely find one’s beliefs and values to be essential

in what is “natural” for one to feel, and thus find them essential to “humanity.” 
So here we arrive at a concept perhaps ironic: that what we term “natural” is not

universal to everyone, but rather subjective to each person’s developed values. While
fear may indeed be a “human” thing, I think it is also very human to tie one’s very
being to an idea, and perhaps consider it important enough to die for, even as “a

simple human non-entity...” So no, I do not think Sotnikov’s courage was more than
human. I’d say it’s more like Portnov and Rybek both had underestimated the human

capacity to feel. 
-Owen Hoff57



Happy Go Lucky

Happy Go Lucky is a film written and directed by Mike
Leigh, that gives its audience a look into the life of Poppy,

a colorful, playful, and talkative schoolteacher whose
positivity sometimes rubs people the wrong way. Within,

one finds a tale that asks how a radically wholesome
outlook can fit within maturity. 
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Happy Go Lucky
Q: Do you think Poppy undergoes any kind of transformation or learning curve over

the course of the film, especially as she digests and reflects upon her final encounter
with the deranged driving instructor Scott (a character who may be described as her

polar opposite in many ways)? Or was your impression that it is precisely Poppy’s
resources as the person she already is that allowed her to (so to speak) weather the

storm of this encounter?

A: The concept of “The Character Arc” is one that is likely familiar to any story-lover;
characters in stories tend to deal with conflicts, and many often show growth after

the conflict reaches its climax and the story reaches its resolution. However, there is
more than one way to write a story, and with the case of “Happy Go Lucky,” it seems

less intent on showing growth and more on revealing a character’s depth
progressively, rather than all at once. 

The audience is first introduced to Poppy while she’s whimsically going about her day,
being “happy go lucky”, as promised. In that moment, she in contrasted with what’s

around her in such a way that she might seem cartoonish to some: she’s persistent in
attempting to start conversation with a shop owner who clearly isn’t interested in

chatting, and she reacts to her bike being stolen with regret at not being able to say
goodbye to it. As the film continues, however, the audience sees more from Poppy
that makes her more relatable, or at least more genuine. As a result, her “happy-go-

luckiness” itself seems more genuine as well. Part of this is shown as she seeks to aid
the child in her class who was hitting others. While this action may have been
inspired in part by her previous conversation with Scott about his childhood, it

seemed that her conflict resolution skills were already well understood. 
So, upon her final interaction with Scott at the end of the film, it was evident (to me,

at least) that the film’s message was less about transforming toward realism and
away  from silliness. Rather, it presented how fittingly a “happy-go-lucky” attitude can
fit within the realities of life’s conflicts... ...I think the film does a swell job of portraying

a perhaps unusual attitude as entirely within the existing infrastructure of life.
-Anonymous59



Breaking Bad

 Two of our later showings were the first two episodes of
Breaking Bad, a tv show about a high school chemistry

teacher who, after being diagnosed with terminal cancer,
turns to crime in order to provide for his family in his

final days. 
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A: The first way that I noticed the screenplay was inviting the viewer to “buy in”
morally with Walter White’s murder of Krazy-8/Domingo Molina was the scene in

which Walter is making a list of reasons why he should or should not kill Domingo.
Even though the list of reasons why he should not kill Domingo is much longer

than the reasons for killing him, Walter’s reason for murder is that his entire family
is in danger of being killed by Domingo. The first few episodes of this show have
shown the viewer different aspects of Walter’s life, making the audience familiar
with his growing family and desire to support them. Especially with seeing the

scene of Walter and Skylar in the ultrasound room, the viewer sympathizes with
the fact that Walter has more people outside of himself to be concerned with in

this situation. These scenes made me see Walter as someone who is selfless and
determined to protect his family, rather than a violent murderer. In addition, the

screenplay invites us to “buy in” morally with Walter’s murder of Domingo through
the scene with Walter discovering Domingo has a shard of a broken plate and was
planning on using it to stab Walter. In this way, the viewer now sees Domingo as

the aggressor in this situation, justifying Walter’s actions in killing him. For me, this
reasoning seemed to work, as I did not see Walter as a completely evil person after

he killed Domingo. I, of course, would have preferred if Walter did not have to
harm anyone, but I can see how the screenplay pushed this narrative to have the

viewer side with Walter. However, I do not think these scenes justify the entirety of
Walt’s actions. He clearly has committed some morally wrong actions, but when

considering the context of the show, the viewer has reasoning to “buy in” morally
with Walter.

-Alexis Redshaw 

Breaking Bad
Q: Comment on some of the particular ways that the screenplay invites us to ‘buy

in’ morally with Walter White’s murder of the drug dealer Krazy-8/Domingo Molina.
What effect did these devices have on you as a viewer, and how did they affect

your perception of Walter as a moral agent?
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